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Edwin Briggs

Talking Through Flowers
The garden is growing well this year.
Her pains taken, poking and prodding,
have made the borders glow, profuse
territories, marches of renewed invention
in all colors, all forms.
Blossoms come in shapes and sizes,
some fuzzy buttons, no bigger than
a thumbnail, sprays of delicate foam,
stiff hubs and spokes, loose
labial unfoldings, tears and brushes
Their foliage, too, being what you see
most of the time, is no bland
background, but the whole range of green,
and comes in sharp blades, delicate
lace-work, shapes like hands, like hearts.
Even their names spray in all directions,
a fanfa re of languages from
scholars' dictionaries, country tongues:
dianthus, primrose, heliotrope,
bee-balm, hepatica, fever few.
The whole show anchors on the lilies:
day-lilies poking up spears from
green fountains, tigers and hybrids,
tall as step-ladders, silken blooms turned
back like turbans, up like suppliant trumpets.
I hold their stems in my fingers
li ke crooners' microphones ,
whisper into their great bells,
talk through their seasonal brilliance
to the inexhaustible dark.
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Edwin Briggs
vVest Iria11

True Places
Queequeg was a native of Kokovolco, an island Jar
away to the \#st and South. It is not down in
a,!Y map: tmc places never are.
--Melville
Still in the forest under a steady rain and climbing a steep hill path,
we were all nearly killed by a shower of boulders from above, triggered evidently by dislodging a branch that lay across the trail. An
hour later we were intercepted by the chief and four warriors, all
profuse in apology: the rocks, he said repeatedly, were not for us,
were not for us. Knowing the habits of these remoter tribes, who
make almost constant war on one another, we accepted his apologies and were content with our bruises and dented equipment. Now
almost a month later we have learned that the rocks were not for
neighbors either. For as long as their memories extend, this tribe
has been trying to kill the gods. They fire arrows into the most
impressive trees, poison the highest springs, set forest fires when
the prevailing winds will blow them toward the mountain tops. And
these campaigns are waged, not by the vindictive a nd mean-spirited, but by those who seem strongest in themselves and among the
villagers. "We know what the gods have done," says the chief. "What
would we be if we did not try to stop them?"
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Rebecca Hale

September Dishes
$1.89 a pound for vine ripe tomatoes.
Worth it, though it's only one dinner.
I ration one garlic clove to my recipe
and will remember the night all the more.
The bread ·· freshly made but cheap ·· bleed s into racks of wine ··
Blush
Chardonnay
Chablis ·· the names making me smile.
I am an ignorant drinker
unable to pronounce the slips and slides of their romantic curl.
The basil and mozzarella lie fresh on the lips
of my memory from the August evening that I can smell,
as September takes over and the sauce
thickens ·· sliding into the pasta, unable to remain stationary on the plate.
The night melts into the diminishing wine that settles in our glasses
and evaporates into the fake glow of the room
into our blood stream,
and escaping through our mouths as we whisper falsities to each other.
The last drop down
and we are sinking into the chairs as the smell looses it pungency and fades
into the morning.
I will do the stained dishes when you leave
perhaps.
Perhaps
I will put this off for a while.
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Suzanne Lima
if i were a boy
if i were a boy, my grandfather would press my hand to the rattling shift of the
dusty, red tractor with an encouraging smile. we would carry the heavy wooden bushels of
cucumbers, cabbage, and summer squash to the avocado kitchen. my grandmother would
busily wash, peel, and slice for dinner or canning. i would sit at the yellow table and wait for
my lunch, my corduroys muddy and damp from fieldwork.
if i were a boy, my mother would call me sweetheart and run her softly worn
fingertips through my salty curls. she would laugh at my dirty fingernails and my skin
brown from skin and soil. she would whisper my name (jeffrey, gregory, or david) and ask
me if i was plenty full. after dessert mom would immerse the dishes in soapy warmth, my
sister on a stool by her side, a dishtowel slung over her six year old shoulder.
if i were a boy, i woul<I wear my overalls and scuffed red sneakers all the time and
not just for play. i could contemplate wartime strategies in the dangerous wood by the house
and kill terrorists with my plastic AK-47. i'd have dirt behind my ears and crickets in my
pockets. i would be fearless of snakes, scorpions, and spiders.
if i were a boy, my hair could be tangled and my shirt unbuttoned and untucked.
for hallo ween i'd be a pirate or a cowboy or a bandit. i could ride dirt bikes, spit further, and
leave my baseball hat on the floor for somebody else to pick up. i could pee from the side of
the road or from a window. i would jump in the lake and feel the cold against my back and
belly. i could yell and kick and scream and be told it was my temper. i would talk freely and
not exercise restraint.
if i were a boy, i would not worry about added weight around my middle. i would
eat cupcakes and french fries and milkshakes and rate the prettiest and skinniest girls at
school. i would compare my growing biceps with my buddies and whistle at the most developed girl during recess.
if i were a boy, i could hold her down. i could control her by showing a tear or
saying i love you. i could tell her she's beautiful and weave her thoughts within my own. if
i were a boy, i could walk alone at night or sit in a barren field finding constellations and not
worry about myself behind the trees.
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Lynn Cella
Breast Cookies
She bakes cookies:
lemon drops and chocolate chip
inside the gingerbread house,
while the glazed frosting drips on the front doorstep.
I stare out from behind my blue eyes
and twirl my blonde braid around and around.
I box step around the oven,
waiting as patiently as my feet can,
while I waltz across wooden floorboards.
I peer into the oven window
after the oven light has been turned on
so I can see clearly the secret ingredients baking.
Startled, thinking the oven is going to swallow me,
I back away from the hot stove
and tum to my apron-cladded mother.
She smiles and gives me another cookie,
but then she climbs into the oven.
I swallow the cookie and begin to whip the left over batter.
Through the oven door I can see
the secret that she kept in her breast.
It begins to grow and spread as it is cooked through and through
until there is nothing in the oven.

Ashley Olsen

Blight Malady
Mother my love and Father my dead.
She was the sunlight and you were the dusk.
When she leaned against the wall to pull up a slacked stocking,
Was it then? • the sight of her dark hair caressing her shoulders,
and falling forward as she bent down.
Was it then that you took to her? - the smoothness in the back of her calf,
the gleam in her manicured nails,
the shine in her brow and the light curve of her neck.
She swung her small hips with each step in her stride,
Swinging her arms and tossing back her shoulders.
Her mind ached with streaming liquid thoughts,
dark and black against her white-knifed smile.
A halo of shifting rhythms around her shined midni ght blue
and smelt of warm winter winds.
She held continuous twili ght in her darkened eyes,
and your nightfall dreamed of catching those strayed rays of sun.
Mother my love and Father my dead.
She is the sunli ght
You quivered in dusk.
With a sli ght swell in her step
she hugged her widened midriff,
and your goddess withered.
No longer igniting a trace of glimmer or spark,
as the stench of indifference burned in the bloat of her bell y
and made you an Unwilling Father.
Cradling the soft heartbeat so close to her own,
she sang and hummed off tune
knowing li ght was no longer encompassed in the arms of her lover.
It was encircled within her womb-Embodied in the word Mother.
Mother my love and Father my dead.
She is the sunlight and you corrupt the dusk.
Mother curled up with morning in the East,
holding on to me as the sun licked us clean of birth.
Father lay wi th darkness in the West,
holding the whore of night
as the moon licked hi s eyes shut.
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Keith M. Sandler

voice Mail
hanging up the phone,
"nobody loves me," he said
half-jokingly
(only half).

Heather Wilkinson

Elements
Roll from belly to back,
back to belly.
Wear the element
of surprise
on your forehead, so
that when you wake up, he
will see the matching
outfit from the fight
before.
But just the same, doze
with one eye open-and for arguments
sake, sleep with hands forming loose
fists-and when he asks why you "sleep
so defensively", just rub
your lids with those same curled
forefingers.
Knuckle, smooth skin, knuckle
and back again;
half circle-deliberately press hard,
harder,
until you can see pure
white
specks.
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Kristen Oruffner

On Business
When you're through talking
about steak dinners
and big shots,
she studies the photos
of your finely dressed meetings
and imagines herself
in a space beside you.
Every woman wears an appropriate smile,
a corsage on her left breast
and a nametag.
Even you take the moment
to turn away fro m conversation
and show her what she's missing.
She could behave
like those company wives
with straight posture
and hands folded under the table.
She could wear a dress as white as theirsshe could.

Jessamyn Larrabee

Frying Pan
We'll creep th rough January, unsure and
wi thout Pretense. Such a Glow dim and small
flickers and ignites. Try to understand
that you've trapped me between bound, narrow walls,
between your scissor legs. You under-cut
silen·t reveries each time I slip your
thoughts. Making mazes of minds, you forgot
that my place is not permanent, that for
a short time, I dangle in the noose of
your heart strings, awaiting a safe return
to the money mold, where eclectica goes un-learned.
There, I'd be forced to shun you, just walk by
but you'd toy around--letting a rich girl fry.
9

Pete Savignano

Airhead
Yo u dropped my mouth to the floor
now my words won't
my words don't

make any sense

I'm weeping
sleeping
sweepi ng

up my teeth

and you chide me
ride me

up from that God damn fence

I build a wall
it's so me
it's so tall
it's that flirt
it's that fall that I'll lick
it's my head that is split
now my wide open thoughts
are gloating
fl oating

around me

they' re buzzing at me
I' m an open sea
I'm an open sea
and you can see me
you can see me
you can see right through me
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Keith Sandler

Supemwrket Schizophrenia
Am I really hungry? I think I am. Or just bored? I can sympathize with those
women on Oprah and Ricki Lake who use food as a crutch. But I think I really am hungry
thi s time. Hungry enough? Do I need to eat? Maybe I just remember how good food tastes.
There is a gnawing feeling in my belly, but it may not be hunger. And I don't think I would
die if I didn't have something right this second, but a little something might be nice, and I'll
need to eat something before dinner.
But right, back to the issue at hand. Otherwise people will start to wonder about
that freak who just comes in to stare at the food. No, I'll buy something. Not too much
though; there's a cute girl in the express lane. Okay, but what... Sandwich stuff? Too much
preparation. Breakfast cereal? Too sweet... it'll leave you with that nasty aftertaste. How
about a bag of chips? Too greasy. Then you'll break out and what will the express lane girl
think? Not much. Probably won't even notice ... shut up. Move on. California grapes.
Hmmmmm ... sweet? Yes. Filling ... ? If I have enough. And its fruit, so it can't be bad for me,
right? Can't argue there. So let's grab some and get out of here.
Waitaminute. First, when did we become we? Sorry. Grab some. Wait, how will I
know if they're good? You could try one i11 the store. Nobody's looking, and everybody does
it. I don't fucking believe this. I'm being peer-pressured into stealing grapes in a local
grocery store. By my self no less. And worst of all, I'm doing it! Okay, wait 'ti/ the guy with
the dorky green jacket a11d water spritzer goes past. Good. Now go. Just take one or two to
see if they're good. You can pay/or the rest. D011 '1 worry. EVERYBODY does it.
Okay, here goes, but wait, red or green? Who cares you moron, grab the closest one and...

I've heard just about enough out of you. There. Munch munch. Yum yum. They're good.
Happy now? Good. And don't even think of opening your... my... your mouth at the checkout
line with the cute girl ... You'll need my help. NO I won' t. Now be quiet before one of us
actually says something out loud and looks like a loony tune. You 're too paranoid. And
you're too talkative. Now shut up. I' ll handle this. Alone.
"Hi, howyadoin'?"
"Good thanks, and you?" Nice. Real smooth. Shut up!
"Good thanks." She's smiling. Great! Ooop, listen up stupid ... "That's two thirtyseven, please." Smiling again. Yesss. Smile back. Don't forget to pay. Good. Take the change.
Change first, then bills. Verrrry professional. She's good. Enough sarcasm you, I thought
we agreed, I'll handle thi s. Oh sorry. You're doing line. But, ahh. Did you hear what she just
said? No, what? / co11ldn '1 hear, you were talking. Oh no, what did she say?
"Huh?" Brillia111, Einstein.
"Plastic bag okay?"
"Sure." Oh, 11ice. Look like a moron and destroy the environment. You 're on a roll
today aren't you. Hey, for your information, we can recycle the pla.stic bag ... Yeah, like
you're really gonna schlepp all the way back here to re/um a plastic bag. You 'II look like a
real freak then. Hey, didn't we agree that you were going to shut up? I thought so.

"Thanks, have a nice day."
"You too. Bye-bye." Bye-bye? What the hell was that? You dork. Oh, look like
~ou could think of something better? Why don't you just leave me alone before I check us
in somewhere? Fine, bw you forgot one small detail, genius. Oh yeah, and what's that?
Grapes give us gas.
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By Sarah Field

Seth Morrison
Air Attack
The field, the phantoms,
the designated fi re-arms.
Her laughter shakes the noor
of the apartment. The smell of tequila brushes
those two huge gardenias, as the television
rumbles in the background.
Two weeks later, thi s will be
Vietnam.
Grit and roll ing eyes, swaying carcasses,
silent jets brighter than anything down here in the mud.
Her slightly upward-curving smile.
A bed taut with the expectations of the future, the past,
maybe even marriage and I'm
not exactly present.
Automati c riOe jiggling in my white-knuckled hands:
an old chore, a dream of bloodshot eyes and pink-skinned people,
everyone rising up like pheasants
and I' m scrambling
down a black iron stair-well and late
for the bus, reaching desperately fo r the smell
of old girlfriends, fo r parents' faces,
and a soldier's hand
on a muddy slope.
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Rachel Funk

Inside
I dwell in the heat
at the source of the light
I seek out a battle
where there should be a fight
I hold onto pieces of
things I can't take
I'm losing my memory
and I like it that way
I breathe in the stench
of the fireless sound
I feel all my senses
when no one's around
I caress every shadow
and pretend its okay
my mind is all ashes
and I want it that way
I need all the torture
to bar me inside
to laugh off the truth
where there's sorrow to hide
So I swallow resistance
when night becomes day
I'm going insane
and its better that way
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Jessica Knauss

True Story
I was very young when my mother taught me what to say whenever
anyone gushed over how fast I was growing, how cute I was, or how healthy and
strong. "Tell them 'thank you' and smile nicely," she told me, "but repeat to yourself three times, 'IGss my little ass."' This was to ward off the curse that the admirer might surreptitiously be placing on me while pretending to praise my charms,
which my mother said were considerable, indeed. "IGss my little ass," I replied.
"You might just survive," my mother said then .
That's how I remember Cuba. That's how t hings happened there.
I don't believe in witchcraft or voodoo o r santeria or the evil eye or any of that. I
don't believe in anything. Not at all . But it's good I don't live in Cuba anymore,
With an attitude like t hat. I will never forge t what happened to the Americano
tourists who didn't believe.
The couple went to the psychic fo r fun . When they walked in, before
~ ey had said anything at all, the psychic told t he man that she knew he had one
httle boy and two little girls and that he suffered from arthri tis in his left hip. It
was all true, but the Americanos were not impressed. After they had sat down
and paid her, she was also able to tell t hem t hat someone on the island had fallen
in love with the man and was putting a curse on the woman so that she would
end up paralyzed from t he neck down for the rest of her life. She offered to put a
counter-curse on the person who threatened them, saying it was the only way,
but they laughed and said t hey would think about it. They didf\'t. And the night
before they were supposed to go home, the woman lay down on her bed and was
never able to get up again.
I don't believe in sa nteria or witchcraft at all, but I do know that those
who practice it know more than the rest of us d o. My mother laid out food every
night near the doon vay so tl1e good spirits would stay with us and protect us. She
made a talisman blue eye, painted on the strongest piece of wood she could fi nd,
and hung it over the doorway, which she felt was the best protection of all. I will
never fo rget the night before my first communio n, when I was so excited I couldn't
sl:ep. I was afraid I would fo rget everything and eve ry few minutes I went ru nning to my father to ask him a question because he was the best Catholic in our
family. Mother though t something must be wrong witll me, and she made a full
search of my room. Under the bed , she fou nd a pair of scissors, open. She snatched
them out of there so fast she nearly cu t me. "So you see," she told me, "how we are
protected by t he eye. Ifwe did not have good spirits watching over us, you might
have slept all night with this under you and in the morning when you got up for
your first communion your head would have rolled off your shoulders!" This
image kept me looking under my bed ten times every night before I went to sleep.
I was Catllolic like my father, so I really didn't believe in Mother's spirits, but
Whenever I came t hrough the front door I looked up at that eye and blessed it
gratefully.
I think tllat you Americanos are more superstitious tllan any Latinos
have ever been . You never build a thirteenth floor. I have seen people scream wit h
terror in tile street because t hey have accidentally walked under a painter's scaffold and ladder. And this about broken mirrors and bad luck, really, how much
more ridiculous can you get? Latinos would not infuse such power into
15
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inanimate objects. Especially not I, who do not believe in any of it.
However, Edelmira was a bitter woman who died of an infection she got
from her husband, who had gotten the infection from some other woman. (We
children weren't supposed to know about that, but we did.) She had made it all
too clear during her last days on Earth, from the bed where she lay dying, that she
was not pleased with this turn of events. Almost everyone visited her at home,
taking turns bringing food and attempting to take her mind off her imminent
death and the reason for it. Even with a visitor sitting at her bedside, Edelmira let
loose long strings of curses that were so loud we children heard them almost a
block down the street, but they were so complicated we couldn't understand
them, anyway.
The husband slunk about in the front rooms until she screamed for him
to come and change the sheets or give her the chamber pot. The guest always
offered to do these things, but Edelmira insisted that her husband perform these
tasks, which she made as unpleasant as possible for him by thrashing around and
cursing him, his mother, his father, his grandfather, and all the generations since
his cursed family had come to Cuba. If the visitor had the audacity to protest, she
said, "I married him for better or worse. This is the worse."
It was my mother's turn one day to go to Edelmira, but she was taking
care of her sister's baby triplets at the time, so she sent me with a plate of rice and
beans. I let my mother know I was not enthusiastic about this little lesson in
household management, but she just said that Edelmira would know hurt a little
girl. I could only hope. Nervously, I approached the house. The husband opened
the door miserably but fondly patted my head. Edelmira in her bed was groaning
hoarsely, but when she looked up and saw me holding the plate out to her, she
smiled almost brightly and said, "How pretty you are!"
I handed the plate to her as quickly as I could. How long could I stay
there until her evil penetrated me, I wondered.
"How innocent!" I tensed up even more with these lavish compliments.
"Almost as innocent as I was on my wedding day. But I hope not as stupid."
For a moment she considered me, standing there silent, starting to tremble. "No,
you are very smart," she finished. It was too much for me. I left the plate behind
and ran out the door, saying breathlessly,
"IGssmylittleasskissmylittleasskissmylittleassl"
They buried Edelmira on October 3 1st in the old cemetery outside town,
wearing her wedding dress. Everyone was glad she was buried on that day, because the next day was All Souls Day, or the Day of the Dead, where everyone
went to the cemetery to "pay their respects," as you say ·· to remember the dead,
because if we didn't they might get too lonely and visit the living even more often
than people say they do. Everyone hoped Edelmira wouldn't have time to get
restless between her burial and the Day of the Dead, after which she should be
appeased for at least a year.
But my friend Celia and I, eight years old with curiosity. and my older
brother corrupting our little Catholic hearts, went to the cemetery to check on
Edelmira. My brother said he would tell her tomorrow was All Souls if she got
frisky. I loved my brother but I believed his swaggering even less than I believed
in the evil eye.
We girls put on our jackets and told our mothers we were staying over at
each other's houses, and with my brother leading us through the dark, we trekked
to the cemetery: It was the perfect night for souls to watch and wait for the
16
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festivities tomorrow. Everything was silent, so I concentrated on the light "pat"
sound of our feet on the dusty road. Celia held my hand very tight, and the closer
we got to the cemetery, the slower she walked. My brother saw her getting more
and more nervous and he started to tease her. "Ayl What was that sound?" he
said.
:·1 didn't hear anything!" whispered Celia.
There it is again!" he said.
"Shut up," I said. "Don't listen to him, Celia."
"But can't you hear the souls rising from the graves?" he said very low, serious.
We were at the gates of the cemetery. The moon was shining down on
~s. illuminating our fear and superstition. I peered past the tall monuments to
important families, looking for the place where Edelmira has been laid to rest
that morning. "It's that way," I said. "Let's go." But none of us moved.
All of a sudden, there was movement in the silence. No sound, just
movement. Whiteness rose out from the place where Edelmira had been buried.
Her dress was brilliant as the day she was married as Edelmira floated above the
cemetery. Her sleeves caught on fire and she hovered for a moment over the tops
of the monuments, then her mouth opened and soundlessly she started toward
us. We all found our feet at the same time and started running home.
Our mothers were only a little upset at what we'd done. They didn't
have much time to think about it because instead they had to make gifts to
pl~ase Edelmira the next day. The whole town made some
thing and left it for her so that no other children would be tormented, even
though everyone suspected Edelmira was really just looking for her cheating husband. The husband left town with his current mistress and was never seen again.
My brother visited Edelmira on November second because he'd seen
someone leave a very tasty-looking flan by her headstone. After he ate it, he came
home and told me. I told him he would be haunted forever, even though I didn't
believe it. "Oh no, I won't," he said. "I told her she could kiss my little ass."
That's the way things happened in the Cuba I remember.

Sarah Parke

View from the Library
The bronchial explosion of tiny veins
burst out in mysterious splendour-mists.
Uplifted and cupped hands of two pine trees
Wait in frozen anticipation.
:he roof top below my rattling window
1
s flooded, maroon-drenched leaves
raise toothed tips up from the chill.
On the brick building across the roof, there is ivy rust,
sprouting, sputtering dO\vn the wall
and into the ground.
17
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Michael Bettencourt
What We Usual!), Talk About
And maybe i know more about that
hubcap
that leans on that
tree
than I said yesterday when you said
I turned by that
street
that is hers.

It got away before I could.
Knowing where it would
go.
And I wish someone would
come by to pick me out of this
cold gravel
and face me towards the road that I bounced off of.

Kirsten Gobi
The Pain of Freedom
Bells ring for eternity
The hollow beating of time ...
and in marches the dead,
the millions held in captivity.
Their mouths are mere holes sewn
shut very intricately and tightly with
the rusty barbed wire of capitalism.
Breathing is regulated
by the beating of the bell.
Minds frequently melt
in the luminous
thick air-thoughts get trapped
in the wires
crucified at once,
or linger to dissipate in
the fog.
Marching, marching, to their death
but millions cannot find it
since it lingers in their milky eyes
and muted breath.
18
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Tiffany R .. Thompson

Blueberry Mt.
Sweat trickled down my moist spine wetting the straps of my bathing suit
landing at the top of my shorts.
The sun shone extra bright
clouding my eyes
through my purple sunglasses.
Quick and hasty breaths of dry air and stirred dirt
filled my lungs.
I pulled out my canteen of juice
others drank their warm water.
My boots never felt so much rock under their soles.
My fingernails caked with dirt from pulling my weight up the mountain.
One by one fifteen sweating bodies hiked single file,
enclosed by the darkened woods.
Scared of heights, I made myself travel this unfamiliar path.
Songs, riddles, and games kept my mind off the hike-I didn't think about being afraid of heights.
I thought about how my thighs burned
ached from climbing thirty minutes straight.
Closer to the clouds now
we paused to take a picture
With the neighboring mountains behind us.
The picture was later shown at the end of 2 nd session
in the camp's slide show.
Our guide, Dan, also worked with me at camp as a ropes instructor.
Half-way up the mountain we got to a flat part, which made it look like
We were taking a stroll in the woods.
But that's not how I felt.
Dan stopped,
knelt down, and picked up a couple of blueberries out of an ankle-high
~ush. He put them in his mouth and smiled at us.
They're good," he said while the rest of us st arted grabbing handfuls of
blueberries and shoving them in our mouths.
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Meredith Tracy

Sioux Falls
The infinite blue touched
and then dove past the horizon.
Jubilant lights
blinked along the strip of 12th street,
and the ironic advertisement
for sailing equipment··
one lone sad fish flipping
its tail, perched above the highway.
The soft mannequin sprawled on the plastic chair
above it chalked "I don't cut your hair,
but the girls inside sure do," the surly
slogan for Fred's Salon.
Girls in bikinis
stood, holding signs and begging
for passersby to stop and buy a car,
so they could go home and watch their soaps.
The tall grasses stretched out
beside the forgotten train tracks
a bright bus yellow
cement car rested its retired body into
rusted rails.
The horizon lay before me,
beckoning for the muscles
of my back to sprout wings,
take flight
and disappear into the blue.
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"a rushlight flickering and small
is better than no light at all"

Wheaton College
Norton, MA

